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Abstract
Existing curriculum learning research in neu-
ral machine translation (NMT) mostly focuses
on a single final task such as selecting data
for a domain or for denoising, and considers
in-task example selection. This paper studies
the data selection problem in multitask setting.
We present a method to learn a multitask cur-
riculum on a single, diverse, potentially noisy
training dataset. It computes multiple data se-
lection scores for each training example, each
score measuring how useful the example is to
a certain task. It uses Bayesian optimization to
learn a linear weighting of these per-instance
scores, and then sorts the data to form a cur-
riculum. We experiment with three domain
translation tasks: two specific domains and
the general domain, and demonstrate that the
learned multitask curriculum delivers results
close to individually optimized models and
brings solid gains over no curriculum training,
across all test sets.
1 Introduction
In machine translation (MT), data selection meth-
ods, e.g., (Moore and Lewis, 2010), measure the
relevance of training examples to a task (usually
domain) and select the most relevant data portion
to train an MT model to be good at the task. His-
torically, it concerns mostly with domain-data se-
lection (Axelrod et al., 2011), to select data to train
models for a domain. Recently, data selection has
been used to select clean-data (aka the denoising
task), e.g., (Junczys-Dowmunt, 2018; Wang et al.,
2018b) for neural MT (NMT). These approaches
use two effective ingredients: (i) A precise task-
relevant scoring function to sort data; (ii) Cur-
riculum learning (Bengio et al., 2009) to struc-
ture training into a series of transfer learning tasks,
with later tasks bearing increasing resemblance to
S1 S2 S3
S3 S2 S1 S1 S3 S2
S2S1S3
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(4)
Figure 1: Data order in single-task curricula and a multitask
curriculum. (1) A toy training dataset of 3 examples. Each
example has three features, signaling relevance to three tasks:
news domain (green), subtitle domain (blue), general transla-
tion quality (grey). The higher the bar the more relevant. (2)
News-domain curriculum. (3) Subtitle-domain curriculum.
(4) Denoising curriculum. (5) A multitask curriculum.
the final task1. Prior work, however, has focused
on individual tasks, whereas we are interested in
extending this research to multitask settings.
The idea is illustrated in Figure 1 (2)-(4), with
a toy dataset of three sentence pairs, S1, S2, S3 in
(1). To improve news MT (green in (2)), we com-
pute for each sentence pair its amount of relevance
to the news-domain task, as signaled by the height
of the green bars. The news-domain curriculum
orders examples in increasing order of relevance to
news and forms mini-batches that gradually con-
centrate more on news examples. This results in
a final model good at translating news. This can
be done also for the subtitle domain task (3) and
the quality task (4). Although the news curricu-
lum provides optimized accuracy in news transla-
tion, attributed to the news data order, it may be
sub-optimal for translating subtitles.2
In this paper, we generalize single-task curricu-
lum learning to the multitask scenario – Our goal
1 We refer specifically to multiple training tasks (by dif-
ferent data distributions), not tasks by network modeling.
2 The quality task aims at model generalization across test
sets, but does not guarantee further optimized performance on
a particular test case.
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is to learn a curriculum such that an NMT model
trained with it performs well on all tasks simulta-
neously. To this end, we need to answer the fol-
lowing questions:
Q1 How to measure multitask relevance for an
instance?
Q2 How to learn to use the relevance scores for
multiple tasks?
Q3 What properties should the multitask curricu-
lum possess to help alleviate catastrophic for-
getting (Goodfellow et al., 2014) due to dis-
tribution interference among multiple data
distributions?
In figure 1, when we try to mix the constituent
curricula (2) (3) and (4) into (5), deciding the or-
der becomes harder. S1 has better news-domain
relevance and higher quality but lower subtitle-
domain relevance than S2. Without knowing the
end impact, it is uncertain which curriculum order
is the best.
We resolve this uncertainty by a curriculum-
optimization method guided by the end NMT
training performance. It computes multiple task
relevance scores to example and uses Bayesian op-
timization to learn the weighting that optimizes
end-task performance. It uses short fine-tuning
trial episodes to be efficient in learning. We ex-
periment with three tasks, two domain tasks and
the general quality task, and demonstrate that a
model trained on it can simultaneously reach the
peak performance of specialized, single-task cur-
riculum in all tasks. We find that the method dy-
namically re-samples the data during training and
schedules “cross-task friendly” instances towards
later training.
2 Related Work
Research most relevant to our work is data selec-
tion for machine translation (MT). In MT, data se-
lection selects out of a background parallel corpus
the portion most relevant to a targeted task (like
domain). Most previous work has focused on a
single targeted task. It is known, especially for
NMT, that optimizing one domain may hurt an-
other (van der Wees et al., 2017; Britz et al., 2017),
a phenomena usually discussed in the context of
catastrophic forgetting (Goodfellow et al., 2014).
Existing research provides relevant answers to
question Q1. A scoring function is usually used
by a data selection method, to measure the rele-
vance of an example to a task. The scores are then
used for ranking or sampling examples. Cross en-
tropy difference (CED) (Moore and Lewis, 2010)
between two language models (LM), one general
and one in-domain, is an effective scoring func-
tion for selecting domain LM data and later gen-
eralized to select parallel data, e.g., (van der Wees
et al., 2017; Axelrod et al., 2011).
Computing data selection score using (small)
NMT models can both discern data noise and en-
able efficient training. (Wang et al., 2018b) gen-
eralize the NLM-based CED using a noisy NMT
model trained on noisy data and a clean NMT
model as a denoising scoring function. (Junczys-
Dowmunt, 2018) uses cross entropy consistency
between two models in reverse directions as data
noise signal. Zhang et al. (2017) improve training
efficiency by assigning higher weights to training
examples of lower perplexities under the model
of previous epoch. Wang et al. (2018a) achieve
efficient NMT training by using NMT models
over adjacent epochs. (Wang et al., 2019) show
that clean data selected by an NMT-based scoring
function significantly improves the translation ac-
curacy of a small-capacity model, another type of
training efficiency. Other alternatives (Chen and
Huang, 2016; Chen et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017)
also show effectiveness. This aspect of data selec-
tion is one of the keys that empower our method to
produce a data selection simultaneously good for
multiple tasks.
Dynamic training sample scheduling is critical
for NMT domain adaptation and overall quality,
and is tightly related to curriculum learning (CL)
(Bengio et al., 2009), which has been used in NMT
to achieve further improvement on top of static
data selection. van der Wees et al. (2017) intro-
duces a gradually-refining dynamic data schedule.
Sajjad et al. (2017) uses model stacking for do-
main adaptation. Wang et al. (2018b) define noise
level of instances and introduce a denoising cur-
riculum. Kumar et al. (2019) use reinforcement
learning to learn a denoising curriculum based on
noise level of examples. Zhang et al. (2018) ex-
plore CL in general for NMT and observe faster
training convergence. Zhang et al. (2019) use CL
to adapt generic NMT models to a specific do-
main. Platanios et al. (2019) propose a CL frame-
work to simplify and speed up training and achieve
better results; a nice study in sampling sched-
ules was carried out. (Wang et al., 2019) use co-
curricular learning to combine domain-data selec-
tion and clean-data selection.
Data mixing is explored in previous work.
Britz et al. (2017) studies mixing data for multi-
domains The methods learn domain-discerning
(or -invariant) network representation using a do-
main discriminator to do well on constituent do-
mains. Wang et al. (2017) weigh instances and
reflect weighting in training loss. These work re-
quires domain labels available in data and focuses
mainly on in-domain testsets. Our work infers do-
main labels in training data and combines different
dynamic curricula, rather than flat data streams.
Farajian et al. (2017) study multi-domain NMT
through on-the-fly NMT adaptation. We share a
similar goal and both do not assume domain la-
bels in training data. We differ in use scenario,
where their work does on-the-fly domain adapta-
tion per-sentence. In our work, we additionally
take advance of data order (curriculum learning);
we consider domains as well as general translation
quality.
Our work is directly inspired by (Tsvetkov
et al., 2016), which learns to weigh and combine
instance-level features in order to form a curricu-
lum to optimize an end-to-end, embedding learn-
ing task through Bayesian Optimization. Here, we
use it for NMT, considering data relevance as fea-
tures, to learn a multitask curriculum. We need to
address scalability as NMT training is much more
expensive. A similar idea (Ruder and Plank, 2017)
is used to learn a data selection to improve non-
NMT tasks.
The problem we study is connected to the
more general multi-objective optimization prob-
lem. Duh (2018) uses Bandit learning for hyper-
parameter tuning (e.g., number of network layers)
for NMT.
3 Curriculum Learning
In curriculum learning (Bengio et al., 2009), a cur-
riculum, C, is a sequence of training criteria over
training steps. A training criterion, Qt(y|x), at
step t is associated with a set of weights,Wt(x, y),
over training sentence pairs (x, y) in a paral-
lel dataset D, where y is the translation for x.
Qt(y|x) is a re-weighting of the training distribu-
tion P (y|x):
Qt(y|x) ∝Wt(x, y)P (y|x), ∀(x, y) ∈ D (1)
Hence, for a training with T maximum steps, C is
a sequence:
C = 〈Q1, ..., Qt, ..., QT 〉 (2)
In NMT, these data configurations are usually
sequenced with the help of a scoring function,
φ(x, y), that measures how relevant a sentence
pair (x, y) is to the task (or domain) in question.
At step t, an online learner randomly samples
a data batch from Qt to train the model at previ-
ous step on it, resulting in a model, mt. The initial
model, m0, is trained on a randomly sampled data
batch from the un-weighted, original data. There-
fore, C corresponds to a sequence of models,
M = 〈m1, ...,mt...,mf 〉. (3)
mf is the final model that the training has been
optimizing towards. Intermediate models, mt, are
ordered in increasing resemblance to mf . In es-
cense, curriculum learning generalizes the popular
fine-tuning idea into a series of fine-tunings of the
entire training. A performance metric P(C,mf ) is
used to evaluate the performance of mf on a de-
velopment set or a test set, after training on C.
Mini-batch sampling is important for curricu-
lum learning. In NMT, several alternatives have
been introduced to evolve the training criteria Qt
over time (Zhang et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018b;
van der Wees et al., 2017; Kocmi and Bojar, 2017;
Platanios et al., 2019). In these curricula, earlier
models are exposed to a diversity of examples and
later models progressively learn on data subsets
more relevant to the final task.
We use Figure 1 (2), the news example order,
as an example to show the curriculum implemen-
tation we are using in the paper. Based on a scor-
ing function, we know S1 is most news in-domain,
S3 is least news in-domain and S2 is in the mid-
dle. In the first step of curriculum learning, the
learner randomly samples from all examples uni-
formly {1, 2, 3} to train model m0 into m1 (uni-
formWt(x, y) in Eq. 2). Then we discard example
S3 because it is least news in-domain and then we
have a subset {1, 2} for the learner to uniformly
sample from, producing modelm2. Next, we filter
example 2 because it is less in-domain in the sub-
set and we have subset {1} for the leaner to sample
from to move to model m3. Even though the sam-
pling is uniform in each step, examples that are
more relevant to news will be retained in the sub-
set for longer time, getting reused more frequently.
D˜XY
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Figure 2: End-to-end learning a multitask curriculum
The example filtering can be controlled by a de-
caying pace function that decides how much (e.g.,
percentage) to filter at a certain training step (Pla-
tanios et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019).
4 Problem Statement
Our problem setup tries to obtain a single curricu-
lum that simultaneously delivers the peak perfor-
mance of the individually optimized curricula. We
haveN curricula. Each curriculum, C(n), 0 ≤ n <
N , optimizes a final task (domain), m(n)f . A scor-
ing function φ(n)(x, y; θ(n),m(n)f ) measures how
useful a sentence pair is to one of the final tasks.
Each curriculum C(n) is associated with a fi-
nal task (domain) that has its own validation/test
sets. Each domain also has a small amount of in-
domain parallel data of trusted translation quality,
in language pair X → Y , and some amount of in-
domain monolingual data. We also have a paral-
lel training corpus, usually crawled from the web,
diverse but possibly noisy. It can contain tens or
hundreds of millions of sentence pairs or more.
Our goal is to construct a single curriculum, Ĉ,
out of the parallel corpus to train an NMT model
to simultaneously do well on the constituent tasks,
i.e., reaching the performance of individually op-
timized constituent curricula. That is,
P
(
Ĉ,m(n)f
)
≈ P
(
C(n),m(n)f
)
, 0 ≤ n < N. (4)
We consider larger-scaled training data scenario to
isolate the effect of regularization by adding more
data.
5 Learning a Multitask Curriculum
5.1 General Idea
Suppose we have M NMT domain tasks. Each
sentence pair in the training data would be useful
to these different domains to different degrees, re-
spectively, as illustrated in the examples in Fig-
ure 1. Training an NMT model on an example
that is measured relevant to domain A but nega-
tively relevant to domain B may likely improve the
domain-A test set but hurt domain B, a phenomena
observed as catastrophic forgetting in previous re-
search. Our idea is to select training examples that
are simultaneously relevant/useful to all domains
to the train the model. In curriculum learning con-
text, we schedule such examples in late curricu-
lum training but explore other examples in early
curriculum training.
To that end, we compute task-relevance scores
for each example and learn a combination of them
as the scoring function. Each weighing choice re-
sults in a curriculum, which is evaluated by the
end performance on multiple tasks. Our goal is to
find the optimal weights that lead to the best end
performance. We hope the right linear combina-
tion would yield a good data mixing effect. For
the idea to be practical, each curriculum trial fine-
tunes a warmed-up model for a small number of
steps. The main idea of our approach is depicted
in Figure 2.
Formally, for a sentence pair (x, y), let
φm(x, y) ∈ R be the m-th feature that specifies
how (x, y) is relevant to a task of interest. There
are N tasks in total and each example has M fea-
tures. M can be more than N , as we can use dif-
ferent methods to compute relevance to the same
task. M can also be less than N as we can use
a single multitask scoring function for multiple
tasks. We represent these per-instance features us-
ing a vector Φ(x, y) = [φ0(x, y), ..., φM−1(x, y)].
So Φ(x, y) is the vector of all features of all tasks,
each feature being for a task. With a weight vector
W = [w0, ..., wM−1], we compute an aggregated
score per instance:
ϕ(x, y) = W · Φ(x, y) (5)
We then generate a curriculum, C(W ), by “sort-
ing” data D˜ according to ϕ(x, y). We learn
the optimal weights W ∗ that maximize the end-
performance metric:
W ∗ = arg max
W
P
(
Ĉ(W );m(0)f , ...,m(N)f
)
(6)
We simply define the multitask end-
performance metric by mixing the per-task
validation sets according to some pre-defined
mixing/duplication factors.
5.2 Curriculum Mini-Batching
We score offline all examples in the background
parallel corpus, using the scoring function (e.g.,
ϕ(x, y) in Eq.5), so each example has a score
for the purpose of scheduling data. Based on the
scores of examples in the entire dataset, we com-
pute offline, for each instance, its “top-percentage
rank”. For example, if the percentage rank of an
instance is 20%, it means 80% percent of data
are scored lower; and roughly 20% examples are
scored higher. The smaller/more-tightened the
rank is, the more useful the example is to the end
performance. Rank can be computed either glob-
ally or per data shard.
During curriculum training, we introduce an ex-
ponentially decaying function, λ(t) = 0.5t/H ,3
(0 < λ ≤ 1), so that, at step t, the data feed would
filter any example whose percentage rank is big-
ger/looser than λ(t). As training progresses, λ(t)
becomes stricter and thus the filtering becomes
more tightened. The survived examples are used
to form the actual data batches to fed to the NMT
learner for training, just like in normal NMT train-
ing. This is how we implement a curriculum in
experiments.
5.3 Black-Box Optimization
Eq. 6 is an optimization problem, where no
assumptions are made regarding the form of
P(Ĉ(W );m(n)f ). Derivative-free optimization
methods are suitable for this problem. We could
consider grid search, but that won’t scale and may
require lots of training episodes, each being an
expensive NMT training. We consider Bayesian
optimization (Shahriari et al., 2016), due to its
ability to optimize expensive black-box derivative-
free functions.
Bayesian optimization consists of two main
components: a Bayesian statistical model (called
the surrogate model) for modeling/approximating
the objective function (P term in Eq. 6), and an
acquisition function for deciding where to sample
next. The surrogate model enables us to efficiently
evaluate the impact of a set of weights, W , with-
out running the actual NMT training. It uses the
Gaussian process (GP) priors over functions that
express assumptions about the P . The acquisition
function determines what point in the search space
should be evaluated next via a proxy optimiza-
3 where H is a hyper-parameter controlling how fast the
function is annealing, just like the exponential learning rate.
tion. In general, the acquisition function depends
on the previous points, as well as the GP hyper-
parameters. We use the Expected Improvement
(EI) criterion (Srinivas et al., 2010) as the choice
of acquisition function, as it has been shown to be
better-behaved than probability of improvement,
but unlike the method of GP upper confidence
bounds (GP-UCB), it does not require its own tun-
ing parameter. Algorithm 1 depicts how Bayesian
optimization works in our setup.
Algorithm 1: Bayesian optimization
1: W0 = {};
2: W0 = random;
3: σ0 = GP; # surrogate model
4: α = EI; # acquisition function
5: t = 1;
6: while t < T do
7: Predict Wt by maximizing α(Wt−1;σt−1,W);
8: Compute P(Ĉ(W );m(n)f );
9: Wt =Wt−1 ∪ {Wt};
10: Estimate σt usingW;
11: t = t+ 1;
12: end while
13: return W (∈ W) that has best P .
5.4 Features
We introduce sentence-level features to signal the
relevance of a sentence pair to each respective
task.
NLMdomain relevance features (dN, dT) . We
use cross-entropy difference (Moore and Lewis,
2010) to measure how relevant a sentence is to a
domain:
d (x) =
logPdomain (x)− logPgeneral (x)
|x| (7)
Pgeneral (x) is a neural language model (NLM)
trained on one half of the background parallel
data, and Pdomain (x) is obtained by fine-tuning
Pgeneral (x) with some in-domain monolingual
data. In principle, we can follow (Axelrod et al.,
2011) to compute a cross-lingual version, but we
choose to consider only one side for simplic-
ity. We train two domain relevance features: dN ,
which uses news monolingual data to produce the
domain NLM Pdomain (x), and dT , which uses the
TED subtitle monolingual data to produce the in-
domain NLM.
NMTquality features (qN, qT) compute quality
relevance (domain and noise level simultaneously)
using cross-entropy difference between noisy vs.
clean-in-domain NMT models.
q (x, y)=
logPclean (y|x)− logPnoisy (y|x)
|y| (8)
where the noisy model is trained on the back-
ground parallel data and the clean model is trained
by fine-tuning the noisy model on a small amount
of parallel data in trusted quality. This feature is
shown able to discern noise, but when the trusted
data is in-domain, the feature discerns domain as
well (Wang et al., 2019). We use different in-
domain trusted parallel datasets to fine-tune the
(shared) noisy model to get the respective clean-
in-domain models. There is one feature per task:
qN for news and qT for TED.
Mutlitask NMT relevance feature combines
above qN, qT into a single pair of NMT models, by
fine-tuning the shared noisy model on in-domain
parallel data that mixes several domains. There is
a single feature for all tasks.
Cross-lingual embedding similarity feature
(emb) computes the cosine similarity of a sen-
tence pair in a cross-lingual embedding space. The
embedding model is trained to produce similar
representations exclusively for true bilingual sen-
tence pairs, following Yang et al. (2019).
BERT quality feature (BERT) represents
quality scores from a fine-tuned BERT model (De-
vlin et al., 2018). We fine-tune a pre-trained BERT
model4 on a supervised dataset with positive and
negative translation pairs.
The NMT quality feature can additionally de-
noise compared to the NLM domain feature
(Wang et al., 2018b). The NMT quality feature
may additionally capture the data distribution shift
compared to BERT and emb.
6 Experiments
6.1 Setup
We experiment with two English→French train-
ing datasets: the noisy Paracrawl data5 (about 300
million sentence pairs) and the cleaner WMT14
training data (about 40 million pairs). We adopt
sentence-piece model and apply open-source im-
plementation (Kudo, 2018) to segment training
4We uses the public cased 12 layers multilingual model:
multi cased L-12 H-768 A-12
5 https://paracrawl.eu
data into sub-word units with a source-target
shared 32000 sub-word vocabulary.
We experiment with three tasks: news domain,
TED subtitle domain and general translation qual-
ity. For the news domain, we use the WMT14
news testset (N14) as testset, WMT10-11 as the
trusted data (to qN), WMT12-13 as the validation
set for early stopping (Prechelt, 1997). For the
TED subtitle domain, we use the IWSLT15 test-
set (T15) for testing, its training data (22k pairs)
as in-domain, trusted parallel training data, and
the IWSLT14 testset for validation. To measure
general translation quality, we additionally intro-
duce a patent testset (PA) (2000 sentences)6, and
the WMT15 news discussion testset (D15) so that
the quality task is measured over all four testsets.
For domain features dT and dN, we use the
English half of the parallel data (Paracrawl and
WMT, respectively) to train the background,
general-domain NLMs. For dT, we use the En-
glish side of the IWSLT15 parallel training data
as in-domain monolingual data, to fine-tune the
general-domain NLMs. For dN, the 28 million
English sentences from WMT14 are used as the
in-domain monolingual corpus to fine-tune the
general-domain NLMs.
For the multitask NMT relevance feature, to
fine-tune the noisy model to produce the clean-in-
domain model in Eq. 8, we employ a sampling ra-
tio when mixing the news in-domain trusted data
and subtitle in-domain trusted data. We manually
tried several ratios and chose 0.9 (subtitle) vs. 0.1
(news) empirically. While heuristic, this serves the
purpose for comparison in later Section 6.3.
We use RNN-based NMT that is similar to (Wu
et al., 2016) to train models, but with the Adam
optimizer. The batch size is roughly 10k averaged
over 8 length-buckets (with synchronous training).
Model parameterization for NLM/NMT features
uses 512 dimensions by 3 layers – NLM shares the
same architecture as NMT by using dummy source
sentences following (Sennrich et al., 2016). Final
models are of 1024 dimensions by 8 layers. Train-
ing on WMT data additionally uses dropout prob-
ability 0.2. We compute truecased, detokenized
BLEU using mteval-v14.pl. We train mod-
els for 55k maximum number of steps.
The curriculum optimization launches 30 trial
episodes. It spends 25 episodes in exploration and
the last 5 in exploitation. Each episode runs for
6 Randomly sampled from www.epo.org
2k steps7 (about 4 hours on 32 P100 GPUs) by
fune-tuning a warmed-up model. The curriculum
schedule decays from 1.0 and plateaus at 0.2. We
simply and heuristically set a range of [0.0, 1.0] for
all feature weights.
The training of the cross-lingual embedding
model follows a similar setup as Yang et al.
(2019). The sentence encoder has a shared 200k
token multilingual vocabulary with 10k OOV
buckets. For each token, we also extract char-
acter n-grams (n = [3, 6]) hashed to 200k buck-
ets. Word token items and character n-gram items
are mapped to 320 dim. character embeddings.
Word and character n-gram representations are
summed together to produce the final input token
representation. The encoder is a 3-layer trans-
former (Vaswani et al., 2017) with hidden size of
512, filter size of 2048, and 8 attention heads. We
train for 40M steps using an SGD optimizer with
batch size K=100 and learning rate 0.003. Dur-
ing training, the word and character embeddings
are scaled by a gradient multiplier of 25 (Chi-
dambaram et al., 2018).
To compute the BERT quality feature, we sam-
ple positive pairs from the same data set to train
the cross-lingual embedding model, and the nega-
tives are generated using the cross-lingual embed-
ding model. We first encode all French sentences
into the embedding space. Then for each English
sentence, we compute the top K (K=10) nearest
neighbors in the embedding space, excluding the
true translation. We pick the nearest neighbor to
form a hard negative pair with the English sen-
tence, and a random neighbor to form a another
negative pair. Thus the positive and negative ra-
tio is 1:2. We sampled 600k positive pairs, so it
produces 1.8M pairs in total.
6.2 Baselines and Per-Task Oracles
We use each feature (Section 5.4) alone to gener-
ate a curriculum and train a system on it. They
serve as either (single-task) baselines, or per-task
“oracle” models.
• Baselines:
1. CR: (R)andom curriculum, that randomly
samples data batches.
7 2k is empirically chosen to be practical. Our method
uses a bunch of fine-tuning trials. NMT training can be ex-
pensive so we dont want to tune for many steps. NMT is very
adaptive on domain data, so each trial does not need many
steps. We found no significant difference with 1k, 2k, 6k.
Curriculum N14 T15 PA D15
(P)aracrawl
P1: CR 32.3 35.6 29.9 30.3
P2: CdN 33.7 36.1 32.7 32.5
P3: CdT 33.7 36.2 30.2 32.4
P4: CBERT 35.5 37.3 47.9 34.9
P5: CqN 35.5 37.1 47.8 34.9
P6: CqT 34.3 38.3 46.7 34.8
PO: Per-task oracle 35.5 38.3 47.9 34.9
(W)MT
W1: CR 35.9 37.8 45.7 34.5
W2: CdN 36.2 38.0 39.2 35.1
W3: CdT 36.0 38.4 43.1 36.0
W4: CBERT 36.2 37.7 46.0 35.9
W5: CqN 36.4 38.0 46.0 35.3
W6: CqT 36.4 38.7 45.1 36.1
WO: Per-task oracle 36.4 38.7 46.0 36.1
Table 1: English→French baseline and per-task “Oracle”
BLEU scores, over multiple test sets, trained on Paracrawl
data and WMT14 data, respectively. N14: WMT14 newstest.
D15: WMT news discussion 15 test. PA: patent testset. T15:
IWSLT (TED) 15 testset. Bold color marks the best BLEU
per testset.
2. Single-task curricula: Individual curricula
each generated per single feature. CdT : uses
TED domain feature (dT). CdN : uses news
domain feature (dN).
• Per-task Oracles:
3. CqT : uses TED NMT quality feature (qT).
4. CqN : uses news NMT quality feature (qN).
5. CBERT: uses the BERT quality feature.
The “oracle” systems use task-specific opti-
mization and are meant to provide an upper per-
formance reference for each task. We abuse the
term “oracle” here as a learned multitask curricu-
lum may outperform any of them. All these sys-
tems are built by retraining from scratch on the
respective curriculum.
Table 1 shows their BLEU scores. Bold color
marks the best BLEU across all curricula for a test-
set. We put these best scores in the PO/WO rows
for look-up convenience. The results show that
the per-task oracle scores are achieved by one of
CBERT (P4/W4), CNq (P5/W5) and CTq (P6/W6).
Overall, CBERT performs well, but loses on T15 by
1 BLEU point compared to CTq – The latter cap-
tures the subtitle distribution shift. Using curricu-
lum learning is better than no curriculum learning,
by up to 2 BLEU or more on the noisy Paracrawl
(P1 vs. PO), or 0.5 BLEU on the cleaner WMT
data (W1 vs. WO).
Curriculum N14 T15 PA D15
P7: Multitask
(dN + dT + qN + qT )
35.3
−0 .2
38.1
−0 .2
47.1
−0 .8
35.5
+0 .6
P8: Multitask
(P7+BERT+emb)
35.7
+0 .2
38.1
−0 .2
4
¯
8.4
+0 .5
35.7
+0 .8
W7: Multitask
(dN + dT + qN + qT )
37.1
+0 .7
38.9
+0 .2
46.6
+0 .6
36.1
0 .0
W8: Multitask
(W7+BERT+emb)
37.4
+1 .0
38.7
0 .0
46.2
+0 .2
36.1
0 .0
Table 2: BLEU scores of learned multitask curriculum. A
score in italics represents the distance of the BLEU score
above it to the per-task oracle (PO/WO in Table 1) on the
corresponding testset.
6.3 Multitask Curriculum Learning
BLEU scores Table 2 shows the BLEU scores
of the learned multitask curriculum. P7 vs. P1:
The multitask curriculum brings more than 2.5
BLEU points improvement over no curriculum
learning, across all test sets. P7 vs. PO: The mul-
titask curriculum with 4 features (P7) generated
on Paracrawl performs closely to the per-task ora-
cles (PO in Table 1): -0.2 on N14 and T15, +0.5
BLEU on D15, but -0.8 BLEU on PA (though both
BLEUs are high). The multitask curriculum (W7)
learned on the WMT data brings solid BLEU im-
provements over no curriculum learning (W7 vs.
W1) and matches (or is even slightly better than)
the per-task oracle (WO): +0.7 BLEU on N14,
+0.2 BLEU on T15, +0.6 BLEU on PA and same
on D15. P8/W8 achieve slight gains on N14 by
considering features BERT and emb. Here, the
validation set has 50% as news sentences and 50%
as subtitle sentences.
Since BERT and emb use external resources, we
separately examine their impact in P8 and W8, on
top of P7 and W7. Table 2 shows that they yield
slight but overall positive impact.
We would like to note the strength of the WMT
baseline (W1). Its N14 BLEU is 35.9, detok-
enized, truecased. It corresponds to 39.2 when
BLEU computation is done on tokenized hypothe-
ses and references with multi-bleu.perl,
which matches the same score in (Wu et al., 2016).
This is a strong baseline with a standard LSTM
RNN.
The learned weights Figure 3 shows that our
method learns to adjust weights for the underlying
training data. Paracrawl data (blue) is noisy so the
NLM domain features are almost zero. WMT data
is cleaner and all domain features get non-zero
weights, with the quality feature weighed higher,
dN dT qN qT BERT emb
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
feature names
fe
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e
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Paracrawl
WMT
Figure 3: Multitask-curriculum optimization learns to weigh
features, adaptively on Paracrawl and WMT, respectively.
dN: news domain feature; dT: subtitle domain feature; qN:
news quality feature; qT: subtitle quality feature; BERT:
BERT quality feature; emb: cross-lingual embedding simi-
larity feature. See Section 5.4 for details.
Validation
Mixing Ratio N14 IWSLT15 PA D15
P9: 1.0:0 35.1 37.8 47.4 35.2
P10: 0.8:0.2 35.1 38.2 47.8 35.4
P11: 0.5:0.5 35.3 38.1 47.1 35.5
P12: 0:1.0 34.6 38.1 47.1 35.3
W9: 1.0:0 37.1 38.5 46.5 35.9
W10: 0.8:0.2 37.0 38.6 46.4 35.6
W11: 0.5:0.5 37.1 38.9 46.6 36.1
W12: 0:1.0 36.9 38.7 46.5 35.9
Table 3: Guiding curriculum learning by mix of validation
sets.
perhaps due to their additional denoising capabil-
ity. It is interesting that ‘emb’ is zero but ‘BERT’
is promoted for WMT; while they both seem to be
promoted for Paracrawl.
Guiding learning by validation set mixing The
optimization minimizes model perplexity on the
validation set. We mix sentences in domains of
interest into the validation set to explicitly tell the
process to optimize towards them, by tuning their
relevance. Table 3 shows that mixing validation
sets from different tasks does affect the per-task
BLEUs. Ratios correspond to the news-subtitle
mixing in the validation set. For example, on
Paracrawl, when news sentences are absent from
the validation set, N14 drops by 0.2 (W11 vs W12)
or 0.7 (P11 vs P12) BLEU.
Per-task relevance scores vs. multitask scores
One potential issue with per-task relevance is that
task relevance scores of the same type are not
shared and linear weighting may not capture fea-
ture dependency. For example, we need two NMT
quality features if there are two tasks. We can train
a single multitask scoring model for the different
Relevance
Scoring N14 T15 PA D15
P13: per-task 35.3 38.1 47.1 35.5
P14: multitask 35.2 38.6 46.9 35.8
Table 4: Multitask scoring performs similarly to weighing
multiple per-task scores.
Relevance
Scoring N14 T15 PA D15
P1: CR 32.3 35.6 29.9 30.3
P7: Sort Data 35.3 38.1 47.1 35.5
P15: Weigh Loss 34.2 37.8 39.4 32.6
W1: CR 35.9 37.8 45.7 34.5
W7: Sort Data 37.1 38.9 46.6 36.1
W15: Weigh Loss 36.6 37.6 45.8 35.3
Table 5: Sorting data into a curriculum with learned weights
works better than weighing per-sentence cross-entropy loss
in training objective.
tasks. Table 4 shows that training such a single,
multitask NMT feature performs similarly to train-
ing multiple single-task features.
Weighing loss vs. sorting data With the learned
weights, we compute a weight for each example to
form a curriculum. Alternatively, we could weight
the cross-entropy loss for that sentence. Table 5
shows that weighing per-sentence loss (P15/W15)
yields improvement over the baseline (P1/W1) but
it performs worse than the multitask curriculum
(P7/W7), confirming findings by van der Wees
et al. (2017); Wang et al. (2017).
Fine-tuning on in-domain parallel data We
have used trusted news and subtitle parallel data to
compute CqN and CqT , respectively. Table 6 shows
that the multitask curriculum achieves further gain
than baseline even after both are fine-tuned.
6.4 Dynamic Data Sampling
Figure 4 shows that the multitask curriculum
learns to schedule examples by dynamically ad-
justing quality and relevance to tasks as training
progresses. We randomly sample 2000 sentence
pairs from the WMT data. Following (Wang et al.,
2018b), we annotate each sentence pair with 0
(nonsense) - 4 (perfect) quality scale. We com-
pute the NMT quality relevance score per sen-
tence pair and rank them based on the learned
combined score. We draw Figure 4 by simulating
the online data scheduling. From right to left (x-
axis), we tighten the selection, and the average rat-
ing/relevance of selected examples both increase.
It also shows the baseline data (rightmost position)
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Figure 4: The learned multitask curriculum schedules exam-
ples by dynamically adjusting quality and relevance to tasks
as the selection ratio is tightened in the training progress.
Quality (right y-axis) ranges from 0 (nonsense) to 4 (perfect).
Models N14 T15 PA D15
P16: P1 + FTN 34.7 37.1 41.3 32.7
P17: P1 + FTT 34.4 38.7 45.5 34.6
P18: P7 + FTN0.1T0.9 35.6 39.6 46.5 35.3
W16: W1 + FTN 37.0 37.3 46.5 34.6
W17: W1 + FTT 36.8 38.9 44.8 36.5
W18: W7 + FTN0.1T0.9 37.4 39.6 45.7 36.4
Table 6: The learned multitask curriculum may bring fur-
ther improvements on top of fine-tuning with in-domain par-
allel data. FTN: fine-tunning on news trusted parallel data;
FTT: fine-tunning on TED subtitle trusted data; FTN0.1T0.9
on both trusted data with 0.1 : 0.9 mixing.
does not have much subtitle/news data. Training
gradually increases relevance to them with differ-
ent increasing speed. This is determined by the
optimization on the end performance.
6.5 Data Regularization
Figure 5 shows that the learned multitask cur-
riculum tends to schedule more “regular” data in
later curriculum. To draw it, we produce the per-
word loss for the 2000 WMT random sample us-
ing an NMT model, sort the sentences by their
curriculum order and compute the mean per-word
loss and standard deviation (SD) for data selection
at different selection ratios (x-axis). As shown,
the mean becomes smaller and the SD becomes
narrower – The curriculum schedules “easier-to-
learn” (low loss) and “regular” (low SD) examples
as training progresses, which does not necessarily
bias towards the easiest examples: as Section 6.4
shows, later curriculum promote task relevance.
7 Conclusion and Future Work
Existing curriculum learning research in NMT
mostly focuses on a single final task and con-
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Figure 5: The learned multitask curriculum tends to regu-
larize data when selection is tightened up (from right to left
(x-axis)) at later multitask curriculum training. Dots refer to
the averaged per-word loss in selected sample. Bars are stan-
dard deviation of per-word loss.
siders only an in-task example selection scheme.
This paper generalizes them to multiple final tasks.
We present a method to learn a multitask curricu-
lum on a single, diverse, potentially noisy training
dataset. It computes multiple task relevance scores
for each example and uses Bayesian optimization
to learn their weighting by optimizing end perfor-
mance. Experiments with three tasks demonstrate
that a model trained on it can simultaneously de-
liver results close to specialized, single-task cur-
ricula in all tasks. We find that the method dy-
namically re-samples and regularizes data in train-
ing. In future, we’d like to examine non-linear fea-
ture weighting and multilingual curricula with this
method, treating each language as a “domain”.
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